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h i g h l i g h t s 

• A new and comprehensive in situ insolation and LIG forcing database for 20 0 0 + years. 
• Both orbital modulation and intrinsic TSI variation accounted for. 
• Local insolation and LIG contain strong lunar nodal modulation fingerprints. 
• Useful for modeling lunar signals in instrumental and paleoclimate proxies records. 
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a b s t r a c t 

We present a new set of solar radiation forcing that now incorporated not only the gravitational pertur- 

bation of the Sun-Earth-Moon geometrical orbits but also the intrinsic solar magnetic modulation of the 

total solar irradiance (TSI). This new dataset, covering the past 20 0 0 years as well as a forward projection 

for about 100 years based on recent result by Velasco-Herrera et al. (2015), should provide a realistic ba- 

sis to examine and evaluate the role of external solar forcing on Earth climate on decadal, multidecadal to 

multicentennial timescales. A second goal of this paper is to propose both in situ insolation forcing vari- 

able and the latitudinal insolation gradients (LIG) as two key metrics that are subjected to a deterministic 

modulation by lunar nodal cycle which are often confused with tidal forcing impacts as assumed and in- 

terpreted in previous studies of instrumental and paleoclimatic records. Our new results and datasets are 

made publicly available for all at PANGAEA site. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Cionco and Soon (2017) recently presented a new set of bound-

ary conditions accounting for the short-term orbital forcing (STOF)

effects valid over the full Holocene interval. But in that paper, we

have adopted a time-invariant total solar irradiance (TSI) index in

order to strictly focus on the planetary orbital perturbations on

the incoming solar radiation. In this paper, we improve the re-

alism for this key external boundary condition for understanding

and evaluating the Earth climate variability by now incorporating a

new estimate of a time varying TSI index as recently published by

Velasco-Herrera et al. (2015) . Although the time-varying TSI index
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: gcionco@frsn.utn.edu.ar (R.G. Cionco). 
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roxy appears to be available for the past 90 0 0 years or so (e.g.,

teinhilber et al. 2009 ), we shall limit our current study to the past

0 0 0 years because several papers ( Roth and Joos 2013; Khider

t al., 2014 ; Soon 2014 ) have recently criticized and challenged the

olocene TSI index proposed by Steinhilber et al. (2009) . In addi-

ion Soon (2014) and Soon et al. (2014) highlighted that both the

ime history and amplitude for solar activity forcing over the full

olocene may be less well-constrained than normally assumed.

e further restrict ourselves to the lunar nodal forcing scale of

8.6 years for the deterministic modulation of the incoming solar

adiation while leaving other more complex modulation timescales

hat were recognized and discussed for example in Cionco and

oon (2015) and Yndestad and Solheim (2017) for future explo-

ations. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.newast.2017.08.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/newast
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.newast.2017.08.003&domain=pdf
mailto:gcionco@frsn.utn.edu.ar
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.newast.2017.08.003
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A second purpose of this paper is to propose and explore

 new interpretation of the lunar signals and fingerprints often

ound wanting in various instrumental records covering ocean

emperature, rainfall, to sea level ( Loder and Garrett 1978; Ya-

uda et al., 2006; McKinnell et al. 2007; Gratiot et al., 2008; Yn-

estad et al., 2008; Agosta 2013; Malherbe et al., 2014; Osafune

t al., 2014; Spada et al., 2014; Hansen et al., 2015 and references

herein) as well as in paleoclimatic records ( Cook et al., 1997;

lack et al., 2009; Yasuda 2009; Davis and Brewer 2011 and ref-

rences therein). Both Munks and Bills (2007) and Ray (2007) ex-

lored a mechanistic understanding and interpretation of the lu-

ar signals, particularly the lunar nodal modulation of 18.6 years

nd concluded that the typically assumed connection arising from

nhanced tidal vertical mixing or other tidal impacts may be

ot only inadequate but likely improbable. Indeed Munk and

ills (2007) has highlighted that the obliquity modulation of tidal

ixing of a few percent and associated modulation in the merid-

onal overturning circulation may have a role comparable to the

arallel obliquity modulation of insolation but the estimate “in-

olves even more than the usual number of uncertainties found

n climate speculations.” (p. 135).We propose in this paper both

he role of in situ insolation forcing (i.e., at high latitude zone like

5 °N as originally proposed by Milankovi ́c, 1941 ) and latitudinal

nsolation gradients, LIG, as plausible alternative metrics that also

ontained the modulation imprints of the lunar nodal forcing. Our

roposal is not new but in fact has been considered and studied by

unk and Bills (2007) and Davis and Brewer (2011) . Yet we will re-

isit this topic afresh because of the new STOF orbital solutions we

ave recently produced and published for the benefit of interpre-

ive frameworks and perhaps ultimate mechanistic modeling and

epresentation of the physical connections. 

In Section 2 , we analyze the calculation of in situ insolation

orcing as well as LIG, we also compare and contrast with the re-

ults produced by Davis and Brewer (2011) . We show that these

uthors did not present the nominal LIG’s absolute values but in-

tead they plotted variances with respect to a fiducial value. In

ection 3 , we provide our basic results and discuss our interpre-

ation of the calculated local insolation and LIG time series. In par-

icular we demonstrate that, in turn of argued at long-term Mi-

ankovi ́c scales ( Davis and Brewer 2009 ), at short time-scales there

re also obliquity signals in LIG at December’s solstice. In addi-

ion, we further discuss and seek connection and interpretation of

limate variations on multidecades to multicenturies in terms of

he latitudinal temperature gradients (LTG) explored previously by

indzen (1994) and Soon and Legates (2013) . The search for a phys-

cal connection between LIG and LTG is likely fruitful because the

mpacts of the incoming solar radiation on Earth’s atmosphere and

ear-surface thermal regimes are likely to be more direct and are

he fastest mechanism among other avenues of transport of heat

ows within the Earth’s coupled air-sea-land interfaces. Our con-

lusions are given in Section 4 . 

. Calculations of daily in situ insolation and latitudinal 

nsolation gradients (LIG) 

Borisenkov et al. (1985) and Bertrand et al. (2002) were among

he first to include both the orbital effects and intrinsic variability

f TSI into the calculation of the external boundary condition of

ncoming solar radiation, but their works only cover 100 and 400

ears of duration, respectively. In addition, at that time the physi-

al understanding of the factors responsible for TSI variations were

till in infancy, this is why our current calculation will serve as an

mportant update for an increasingly more realistic nature of this

ey boundary condition for studying Sun–climate relationships. 

LIG are a key feature of the external forcing of the climate sys-

em, with relevant implications at not only long but also relatively
horter temporal scales ( Davis and Brewster 2009; Davis and Brew-

ter 2011 ). LIG have not been formally defined in the literature;

ere we determine daily LIG between two latitudes, ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 as

he difference: 

d ( ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) = W ϕ1 − W ϕ2 , (1) 

here W ϕ is the mean-daily insolation (averaged over a whole ro-

ational day) or mean-daily irradiance of the corresponding day

W m 

−2 ) at a specified latitude, it is given by: 

 ϕ = 

TSI (t) 

π

(
1 au 

a 

)2 
(

1 + e cos ( λ − � ) 

1 − e 2 

)2 

( H 0 sin ϕ sin δ

+ cos ϕ cos δ sin H 0 ) , (2) 

here TSI( t ) is the total solar irradiance evaluated at 1 au (a fix dis-

ance at the Sun), but varying through the Sun–Earth orbital year;

 is the Earth’s semi-major axis; λ is the true solar orbital longi-

ude; H 0 is the Sun’s setting hour angle; e is the Earth’s orbital

ccentricity and ϖ is the perihelion longitude reckoned from the

quinox of the date . In Eq. (2) , the Earth’s obliquity, ε, is present in

he Sun’s geocentric declination, δ, and in H 0 defined by: 

in δ = sin λ sin ε, and cos ( H 0 ) = − tan ϕ tan δ. (3)

Therefore, the obliquity signals and with additional modulation

y the Moon, is relatively more subtle than precession or eccen-

ricity signals. The strong assumption in Eq. (1) is that a complete

hole day should be considered in the calculation of mean irra-

iances. This means that for a given observer, Eq. (2) needs to be

valuated with a λ value corresponding to the local noon. Although

his assumption is part of the daily irradiation definition, yet it is a

sual practice in paleoclimate studies to evaluate W ϕ as a continu-

us function of solar orbital longitude; i.e., at an arbitrarily desired

. In this case, it is the mean-irradiance at different terrestrial lon-

itudes (but at the same terrestrial parallel ϕ) that is being con-

idered. This assumption could have a non-negligible impact on

atitudinal temperature gradient because latitudinal net radiation

radient is sensitive to distribution of land and water, which con-

rols the total poleward heat and water vapor transport (see e.g.,

tone 1978 ); hence, could be very sensitive to the assumed value

f terrestrial longitude. By following Cionco and Soon (2017) we

an be reassured that the correct true solar orbital longitude is

et at noon for a particular observer (i.e., very near Greenwich

eridian). Inside a particular day, the effect of selecting arbitrary

values can produce differences in mean-daily irradiance up to

.5 W m 

−2 (see Fig. 20 in Cionco and Soon 2017 ). Nevertheless, in

rder to stick to this standard practice in paleoclimatology and to

heck and validate our LIG definition, we calculate Eq. (2) as con-

inuous function of longitudes. 

We compare our results and contrast them with Davis and

rewer (2011) ’s calculation in Figs. 1 and 2 , where LIG at solsti-

ial days ( λ= 90 °, 270 °), between 60 °N and 30 °N are shown. Unlike

avis and Brewer (2011) , these figures show actual quantitative LIG

alues , i.e., the absolute magnitude of LIG values, not relative LIG

ariances . Indeed, those authors show LIG but presented as vari-

nces or anomalies (i.e., an important point not clearly stated nor

iscussed in that paper perhaps because of the qualitative argu-

ent presented in that paper), i.e., as the difference between ac-

ual LIG and a mean or fiducial value at a certain arbitrary time

r averaged over a time interval. This choice of LIG anomalies can

e seen in Fig. 2 , where the LIG for the period 1880–2017 minus

he corresponding LIG but calculated at 1970, is presented for June

olstitial day. We chose the 1970 value because this is the closest

i.e., as closely as our own assumption permits) we can emulate

avis and Brewer (2011) ’s values of LIG. For December solstice, our

alues are similar to the estimates by those authors. Nevertheless

n exact replication is impossible because they used a very differ-

nt TSI reconstruction. As shown in Fig. 1 and will be discussed in
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Fig. 1. LIG between 60 °N and 30 °N ( Eq. (1) ) after Davis and Brewster (2011) for solstitial days, with variable TSI incorporated. For December, the decadal band ( ∼11-yr 

signal) of solar cycle is evident; whereas for June, the lunar nodal bidecadal ( ∼19-yr) period is clearly shown. 

Fig. 2. Difference between LIG for June (i.e., Fig. 1 ) and the corresponding value at 1970 (LIG 1970 ) for the period 1880–2017. This comparison shows that Davis and 

Brewer (2011) ’s LIG are presented as variances or anomalies, not absolute values. 
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more details later, TSI signal is very marked for December daily LIG

at solstitial day. We conclude that if a physical representation or

discussion of LIG is to prevail, as for example in the case of actual

physical climate modeling, we must resist and avoid the confused

representation of LIG in anomalies units as we re-highlighted in

Fig. 2 here. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Mean-daily irradiance forcing 

Our in situ insolation forcings for an observer at 65 °N (chosen

traditionally following the physical reasoning given and motivated

by Milankovi ́c 1941 ), including both STOF and TSI variations are

shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . They are presented as mean-daily insola-

tion, given by Eq. (2) , for equinoctial and solstitial days. For March

equinox day, the secular march of precession is clearly seen as a

linear trend and ongoing tendency. For September equinox, the ef-

fect is similar but of the opposite sign. This opposite-phasing fea-
ure between equinoctial insolation is the classical effect of preces-

ion (through ϖ and modulated by e) , which constantly alters the

arth–Sun distance at the equinoxes (increasing one and decreas-

ng the other). This effect on daily insolation can be demonstrated

y evaluating Eq. (2) at equinoxes ( λ= 0 °, 180 °), which at first or-

er eccentricity (while neglecting the small oscillations in a ) reads:

 ϕ ∝ TSI (t) (1 ± 2 e cos � ) cos ϕ. (4)

Where the plus sign holds for March, and minus for September;

eing the slope modulated by the latitude. As shown in Eq. (4) ,

he dependence of W ϕ on these orbital parameters at equinoxes,

s proportional to e cos ϖ. It is interesting to note that, at solstitial

ays, the dependence of W ϕ changes is, in turn, on e sin ϖ, then

ecause of the accepted importance of daily insolation at June in

ilankovi ́c theory, this quantity has been termed climatic preces-

ion (e.g, Hays et al., 1976 ). In addition, Fig. 3 shows the varia-

ions of solar TSI cycles, especially, the 11-yr Schwabe periodicity.

e have taken into account the time-varying nature of TSI after
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Fig. 3. Mean-daily irradiance ( Eq. (2) ) at 65 °N for equinoctial days and variable TSI. In addition to long-term precession, the solar cycle (especially minor spikes of ∼11-yr 

period) is clearly seen. 

Fig. 4. Mean-daily irradiance ( Eq. (2) ) at 65 °N for solstitial days and variable TSI. Precessional trend is strong in both plots. The 18.63-yr lunar signal is evidenced in 

December. In June the minor spikes seems to be more related to TSI’s ∼11-yr periodicity, but lunar signal is still present. 
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elasco-Herrera et al. (2015) in this new set of calculations, be-

ween the years 0 (i.e., –1 BCE) and 2119. In fact, all the smasll

pikes are due to this main periodicity, with a notorious absence

f obliquity signals. This lack of evident lunar signal on equinoc-

ial irradiance, can be demonstrated by inspecting Eq. (4) , which

s mathematically independent from obliquity. In such a scenario,

here is no lunar signal at equinoxes . 

The observed variations of TSI cycles are intrinsic to the nonlin-

ar evolution of solar magnetic field over time; a subject we will

void here but it is an important topic which has been extensively

tudied and recently reviewed (e.g., Charbonneau 2013; Cionco and

oon 2015; Weiss and Tobias 2016; Pipin 2017; Stefani et al., 2017 ).

All the results presented are, of course, also valid strictly also

or Southern Hemisphere, out-phased by 6 months or 180 ° on solar

rbital longitudes, then when we refer to season (summer–winter),

 clarification note (NH) is added to indicate Northern Hemisphere

eason for which we are presenting the illustrative result here. 
Fig. 4 shows the daily-mean irradiance at 65 °N for both June

nd December solstices. Note that now, the lunar signal (18.63-

r) is clearly imprinted in December, but it is also present at June,

ainly because the obliquity variations are more strongly present

t solstices of high latitude locations ( Cionco and Soon 2017 ). Nev-

rtheless, at June, the oscillations of TSI signal are also strongly

resent, including the decadal ( ∼11-yr) solar Schwabe band, which

s clearly seen before year 20 0 0, but after this year the lunar signal

eems to be more prevalent. This ambiguity in both signals can be

nveiled using the multitaper method (i.e., MTM; see Ghil et al.,

002 ), a method very powerful for not so long but noisy time se-

ies. Fig. 5 shows the MTM-power spectrum for mean-daily irradi-

nce December solstice. The most important power derived from

unar-nodal signal, while the ∼11-yr broad band of TSI modula-

ion is also present, there are also shorter interannual spectral lines

lesser than 8-yr) that will be characterized in the next section.

t June solstice ( Fig. 6 ), in turn, the most important signal be-
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Fig. 5. MTM power spectrum of daily-mean irradiance at 65 N for winter solstice (NH). The lunar nodal signal is by far the most important periodicity (18.63-yr and 9.3-yr). 

The solar TSI cycle forcing is also visible at decadal (10.5–11-yr) band. Both the 95% and 99% significance levels above red-noise background spectrum are also indicated. 

Fig. 6. MTM power spectrum of mean-daily irradiance at 65 °N for summer solstice (NH). The solar TSI cycle forcing provides the most important power at decadal band. 

Nevertheless, obliquity signal is also present (as should be, because obliquity signal is also present at solstices). The other shortest periodicities have origins in the modulation 

by obliquity variations. Both the 95% and 99% significance levels above red-noise background spectrum are also indicated. 
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comes from solar intrinsic ∼11-yr spectral band, but it is split into

two peaks at 10.45 and 11-yr. Therefore, the interesting result of

these pictures is that solar TSI cycles can mask or attenuate lunar

nodal signal at NH summer . This empirical observation is important

because W ϕ at June is very often used as climate forcing in cli-

mate modeling or invoked in the interpretation of instrumental-

and paleo-climatic records. 

It is important to emphasize that different insolation quanti-

ties can be used as climate forcings, but daily-mean insolation at

relatively high latitude like 65 °N (which is also independent of

the Earth rotation irregularities through the time) has been largely

used, mainly because the quantity has both, precession (mainly)

and also obliquity signal (see, e.g., Imbrie et al. 1982 for proposing

insolation at 55 °N rather than at 65 °N in order to better account

for both the obliquity and precession components of the orbital

modulation) and other seasonal insolation forcings can be obtained

from it by adding daily-mean insolation ( Milankovi ́c 1941 ). 
d  
.2. Daily latitudinal insolation gradients forcing 

Figs. 7 and 8 show our daily LIG values ( Eq. 1 ) computed be-

ween 60 °N and 30 °N (in the sense of 60 minus 30 ° in latitude), for

quinoctial and solstitial days. Here it would be relevant to point

ut that both strengthening and weakening of the LIG are likely

o find close correspondence in the LTG as examined in details by

indzen (1994) and Soon and Legates (2013) as a key manifesta-

ion of climate dynamics operating on regional and hemispheric

patial scale and extent. The plausible fact is that warm global

limate is mainly a consequence of weakening LIG and hence a

orresponding weakening of LTG and vice versa for a cold glacial

limatic environment where the LIG and LTG are both enhanced

r strengthened nearly concurrently (see discussion and review by

indzen 1994 ). 

For equinoxes, the solar Schwabe cycle in TSI simply super-

osed on the more dominant effects of orbital precessional ten-

encies (see Fig. 7 ). At December solstice, as we have already seen
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Fig. 7. LIG between 60 °N and 30 °N ( Eq. (1) ) for equinoctial days, with variable TSI incorporated. The precessional trend, with solar TSI cycles co-modulating the shorter-term 

variances, drives the main tendency in LIG values. The 11-yr signal of solar TSI cycle can be seen as minor spikes superposed on the longer-term trends. 

Fig. 8. LIG between 60 °N and 30 °N ( Eq. (1) ) for solstitial days, with variable TSI incorporated. The precessional effects cancel out at December, the solar TSI cycle periods 

exhibit a relatively larger modulating amplitudes for December solstice than during equinoxes. Nevertheless at June, long-term modulations of obliquity with the lunar-nodal 

18.63-yr signal are visible. 
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n Fig. 2 ’s presentation of the LIG for the 1880–2017 interval, the

recession trends and tendencies are roughly cancelled out on this

emporal domain, with the solar TSI modulation dominating the

IG expressions. For June, the long-term trend of obliquity and

he lunar nodal 18.63-yr cycle can be very clearly seen. As a re-

ult, the differences in insolation at both latitudes provides a sim-

lar result/effect when compared to the in situ insolation metrics

or equinoxes, but inverted. A similar result for solstices but inter-

hanging winter by summer (NH), with the obliquity signal appar-

ntly cancelled-out on December and with the TSI signal weakly

uperposed on the precessional tendency at June. 

Nevertheless, at NH winter the lunar signal is also present as

an be demonstrated by spectral analysis using MTM method. First,

ig. 9 shows the MTM-power spectrum for the LIG at summer

NH) solstice. The periods arising from nutation modulation part

f obliquity are clearly seen, with the lunar nodal cycle at 18.63-yr

bviously dominant. At around the decadal band, the TSI signal is

lso present, but it is separated into two peaks at 10.45 and 11-
r. Taken into account the fact that Jupiter signal is also present

11.86-yr), the power at this decadal band is very considerable. At

H winters ( Fig. 10 ), the lunar nodal period is attenuated, nev-

rtheless the obliquity signal is still present and also the second

armonics of lunar node (9.3-yr) can also be clearly detected. In

ddition, at shorter timescales, short nutational periods are clearly

een. Then, lunar signal is relatively more subtle, with appreciable

ifference in its intensity, being evident in NH summer and weaker

but still present) in NH winter. For a full planetary description of

hese rather rich underlying orbital dynamics and periodicities, the

eader is directed to Cionco and Soon (2017) . 

It is interesting to note that for winter LIG (NH) the preces-

ion signal is dominant at long-term Milankovi ́c scales ( Davis and

rewer 2009 ); this fact has motivated geoscientist to say that at

inter (NH), LIG is dominated by precession. In our new result,

e demonstrate by spectral analysis, that at STOF timescales, the

ost important planetary signal is obliquity for winter (NH) but
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Fig. 9. MTM power spectrum of daily LIG between 60 °N and 30 °N at summer solstice (NH). The lunar nodal signal is by far the most important periodicity. The solar cycle 

forcing is also visible at decadal band. The other shortest periodicities have origins in the modulation by obliquity variations. Both the 95% and 99% significance levels above 

red-noise background spectrum are also indicated. 

Fig. 10. MTM power spectrum of daily LIG between 60 °N and 30 °N at winter solstice (NH). The solar TSI cycle forcing provides the most important power at decadal band. 

Nevertheless, obliquity signal is also present (even the lunar nodal cycle) and its harmonic at 9.3 yr. The other shortest periodicities have origins in the modulation by 

obliquity variations. Both the 95% and 99% significance levels above red-noise background spectrum are also indicated. 
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with intrinsic solar TSI changes providing the most important and

persistent modulation factor. 

The time variation of the lunar modulation signals and the

11-yr period of solar Schwabe cycle through time, for both ex-

tremes of summer and winter solstices, is now assessed by us-

ing wavelet transform ( Grinsted et al., 2004 ) for a proper time-

frequency representation. Fig. 11 shows the lunar nodal signal per-

sisting throughout the whole 20 0 0 + years interval in comparison

to the relative intermittency of the ∼11-yr period of solar TSI cy-

cle. We suggest that this fact concerning the very strong and per-

sistent nature of lunar nodal modulation of both middle to high

latitude mean-daily insolation and the LIG are clearly very attrac-

tive in terms of serving as an alternative explanation and inter-

pretation to all the lunar signals observed in all the studies dis-

cussed in the introduction section. This new choice of alternative

explanation and interpretation is especially attractive when one se-

riously weighed in the two very prominent results and opinion ex-
ressed recently in Munk and Bills (20 07) and Ray (20 07) in that

hey both proposed the tidal impacts in terms of any number of

xact physical mechanisms like modulation of the vertical mixing

ate in the pelagic ocean or coastal continental shelf to be unlikely

o be real or of significant amplitudes. However, in our current

reliminary study, we leave open the newly proposed and com-

lex inter-connections through the persistent modulation of atmo-

pheric tides by lunar forcing as recently explored by Wilson and

idorenkov (2013) for the explanation of the standing-wave-like

atterns of summer (DJF) mean sea level pressure and sea surface

emperatures in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Finally, we present detailed daily LIG calculation from year

0 0 0 to 2119 forward projecting to the future ( Figs. 12 and 13 )

or the same latitudes. For daily LIG a maximum is expected near

060 at equinoctial days. The same expectation is seen for Decem-

er solstice, with these maxima explained by the predicted solar

ycle in TSI predicted. For June solstice the same long-term obliq-
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Fig. 11. Wavelet transform of daily LIG between 60 °N and 30 °N at sosticial days (NH). The persistency of lunar nodal cycle and the intermittency of 11-yr periodicity of solar 

cycle are evident. Several other periodicities around 60-yr, 80-yr, 120-yr and 240-yr are also found (i.e., Velasco Herrera et al. 2015 ; with the longer periods possibly related 

to intrinsic solar cycles studied in e.g., Soon et al., 2014 ). The cone of influence, where meaningful periodicities are found, is also marked. 

Fig. 12. LIG for the present time and the next 100 years or so, predicted by the forward integration of Sun-Earth orbits and TSI model used, at equinoctial days. Around 

2060 an increase in latitudinal gradients is expected for both equinoxes. 
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2  

1 In this particular rare case, the author corrected himself as presented in the 

later publication some 42 years later, see Broecker (2017) . 
ity decreasing trend is dominant and observed. This tendency is

xpected for June solstice because the solar Schwabe cycle signal

s absent. We will keep the discussion of our results to the illus-

rative, bare minimum shown here in that we propose and invite

ll interested scientists to start utilizing our new database for any

umber of research investigation and activity. We simply wish to

ote that any realistic and comprehensive assessments of plausi-

le future climatic forcing must include both the orbital as well

s intrinsic solar magnetic modulation of the incoming solar radi-

tion as outlined and described in this paper. This caution is im-
ortant when considering the rather wide-spread rush to conclu-

ion concerning the role of solar forcing and other natural and an-

hropogenic factors for climate in past and present literatures (see

.g., Budyko 1972; Broecker 1975 1 ; Budyko and Vinnikov 1976;

ean and Rind 2001; Lin and Sun 2007; Feulner and Rahmstorf

010; Jones et al., 2012; Meehl et al., 2013; Abdussamatov 2015;
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Fig. 13. LIG for the present and next 100 years or so, predicted by the forward integration of Sun-Earth orbits and TSI model used, at solstitial days. Around 2060 an increase 

in latitudinal gradients is expected for winter (NH) whereas for summer the ongoing, persistent obliquity tendency is seen. 
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Lüdecke and Weiss 2017; Matthes et al., 2017; Stozhkov et al.,

2017; Zharkova et al., 2017 ). 

4. Conclusions 

We have provided a new set of external boundary conditions

accounting for both the orbital effects and intrinsic magnetic vari-

ability of the Sun. This database should be profitable for all explo-

rations related to the interpretation of paleoclimatic records and

signals as well as the representation of the realistic mechanistic

processes involved in the forcing-feedback paradigm of climatol-

ogy. Here we argue that both the in situ mean-daily insolation and

the LIG metrics are important for a fuller and more comprehensive

study of how the changes of the external insolation forcing may

trigger, sustain and modulate the local, regional and hemispheric

scales of climate on decadal, multidecadal to centennial timescales.

LIG which, in turns, can be closely associated with the modula-

tion of LTG or the so-called equator-to-pole temperature gradient

( Lindzen 1994; Soon and Legates 2013 ) that in turn represents a

clear negative feedback on the broad, hemispheric scale. Local in

situ mean-daily insolation clearly emulates the role imagined by

Milankovi ́c but has been recently re-proposed and shown, for ex-

ample, by Soon (2009) to play a key role for the Arctic-mediated

modulation of the multidecadal to centennial scale climate vari-

ations observed using both available instrumental thermometer,

rain-gauges and paleoclimatic proxies records. 

For mean-daily irradiance, lunar nodal signal is always present

at solstices, being dominant at winter (NH) but attenuated at sum-

mer (NH) by TSI decadal band. TSI variations are present at both

equinoxes and solstices, but stronger at summer (NH) solstitial

day. For daily LIG between high and low latitudes, the precession-

induced trend superimposed by the solar TSI cycle drives the gra-

dients at equinoxes. But at solstices, the solar TSI cycle is dominant

at December; while in contrast the effect of lunar nodal cycles are

strong and dominating at June. Nevertheless, at winter (NH) obliq-

uity signal is the most important planetary signal present. This em-

pirical fact, which is relevant for the shorter interannual, decadal to

centennial timescales, defies the known findings for long-term Mi-

lankovi ́c scale, namely that precession (not obliquity) is dominant

at winter (NH). Therefore, at STOF timescales, summer daily LIG

(NH) is driven by lunar nodal modulation; whereas at winter (NH)

the preponderant signal is TSI (11-yr and other longer-term bands
s presented for example in Velasco Herrera et al. 2015 ). This lu-

ar nodal signal at June is persistent along the full time interval of

0 0 0 + years covered, whereas the main TSI signals at December

olstice is only intermittent. The 11-yr TSI’s band is always split

nto two peaks of 10.5-yr and 11-yr, showing the bi-modal occur-

ence of TSI cycles at decadal band. 

For paleoclimate studies, researchers typically invoked only

ummer solstice insolation (i.e., local in situ forcing), which con-

ains both precession and obliquity signals. Also summer daily LIG

ave been used, because it is argued that it has obliquity but

nly small and minimal precessional modulations. This is interest-

ng because obliquity is a persistent signal in geologic data. Sum-

er daily LIG, though important and directly relevant, cannot com-

letely explain the global ice volume or other regional alkenone-

ea surface temperature and benthic δ18 O records of the Pliocene–

leistocene epochs some 4 million years in duration ( Raymo and

isancioglu 2003; Liu and Herbert 2004; Bierley et al., 2009 ). Here

e show that, at shorter (STOF) timescales, even the winter LIG

as significant obliquity (nutational) imprints, which could have a

imilar effect on climate but at much shorter timescales, through

he modulation and pacing of the meridional fluxes of heat and

oisture (see the early discussion in Soon 2009 ). Here one must

lso pay attention to the fact that LIG values and the correspond-

ng LTG changes are relatively stronger during winters when com-

ared to other seasons. Nevertheless, the lunar nodal effect is weak

gainst the 11-yr spectral band of intrinsic TSI forcing for the

inter (NH) solstice. Therefore all these solar-intrinsic and lunar-

lanetary effects should be considered altogether for a fully com-

rehensive description of the latitudinal insolation forcing at each

eason. 

In assessing the comparative magnitude of daily LIG gradients,

e showed that LIG for other latitudes and regions can be consid-

red as climatic forcing as well because their magnitudes are often

igger than June daily LIG. The mean-daily insolation at summer

olstice (NH) is the most important forcing while daily LIG at June

s relatively smaller and hence a weaker role. In addition, we have

hown that daily LIG published in Davis and Brewer (2011) are LIG

ariances or anomalies (which is not clearly stated nor justified in

hat paper). This objective highlight by our current study is impor-

ant because an unprepared reader or climate modeler may mis-

onstrued the results to represent the actual magnitude of daily

IG which are clearly a more directly relevant and necessary met-
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ic in order to quantify the climate effects and responses to any

odulation of the LIG or to connect to the concurrently occurring

odulation in LTG as discussed in Lindzen (1994) . 

Finally, we wish to add that all our discussion, though fo-

used on Northern Hemisphere as mere traditional illustra-

ive examples, is also strictly valid and applicable for South-

rn Hemisphere as well. Our in situ insolation and LIG val-

es will be directly applicable for a more systematic study

nd interpretation of the recent results shown for examples by

gosta (2013) and Malherbe et al. (2014) concerning the lunar

odal fingerprints found in the rainfall records in subtropical An-

es, South America and subtropical South Africa, respectively. Also

hitlock et al. (2007) have argued for the importance of in situ

nsolation and LIG changes in modulating the complex interactions

mong fire-climate-vegetation variables within the southern South

merica. In effects, these authors found that the weakened LTG

uring the relative warm early-to-mid Holocene interval were ac-

ompanied by relatively weaker westerlies and a southward shift

f the prevailing storm tracks and hence a more vigorous fire

egime when compared to the late Holocene period. If such an

mpirical relation were to hold true for present time, one would

magine consulting the LIG values and tendencies to forecast the

orresponding LTG and weather pattern responses in order to eval-

ate the multi-dimensional relations with contemporary anthro-

ogenic factors. 

Our numerical results for the local insolation and LIG and

omplimentary notes to Grinsted et al. (2004) ’s wavelet package

ctave are available on PANGAEA repository: https://doi.pangaea.

e/10.1594/PANGAEA.877817 
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